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The Ethiopian Journal of Language, Culture and Communication
(EJLCC) publishes original research findings and scholarly
articles devoted to the interdisciplinary study of issues in the areas
of linguistics, language teaching, literature, folklore and
communication in Ethiopia. EJLCC also welcomes book reviews,
commentaries and case studies on areas of language, literary,
cultural and communication studies.
Authors who wish to send their manuscripts for possible
publication in EJLCC must consider the following requirements:
GENERAL INFORMATION: Manuscripts will be considered
for publication on the understanding that they have not been
previously published and are not simultaneously submitted
elsewhere. All manuscripts submitted to EJLCC are subject to
double-blind review by qualified reviewers with specialization in
the subject. Decisions are made as rapidly as possible, and the
Journal strives to return reviewers’ comments to authors as fast as
possible. Whereas the Editorial Board reserves the right to make
editorial corrections to and accept or reject papers submitted,
authors are entirely responsible for all statements in their work.
Thus any statement in an article published in EJLCC should not
in any way be taken as the opinion of the Editors or of the
Publisher.
MANUSCRIPT STYLE AND FORMAT: Manuscripts should
be in Times New Roman font for English and Power Geez
Unicode for Amharic. They should be typed in 1.5 line spacing
with a page margin of 8.5-11 inch. Their length should not exceed
30 pages including bibliography and an abstract of maximum 150
words. They should bear: the full title of the article, and the
name(s), institutional affiliations and full address (including email) of the author (s).
CITATION AND REFERENCES: EJLCC follows APA style.
Please kindly refer A guide to APA referencing – 6th edition.
LANGUAGE AND SPELLING: English and Amharic are the
languages of the Journal. Authors must avoid sexist and racist
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language. As regards manuscripts written in English, either UK or
American English spelling can be used but consistency in one
should be maintained throughout. Papers with very serious
spelling and language-related errors could be subject to rejection
despite their quality.
Manuscripts that meet the requirements of EJLCC can be
addressed to:
Managing Editor
Ethiopian Journal of Language, Culture and Communication
Faculty of Humanities
Bahir Dar University
E-mail: ejlcc@bdu.edu.et or ejlcchumanities@gmail.com
Postal Address: P. O. Box 79
Bahir Dar, Ethiopia
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